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In homeopathy one would never say here is Golden Seal (Hydrastis 
Canadensis), because you are possibly coming down with something, 
is never how it would be done from the homeopathic standpoint, but 
seems to be an approach those in a ‘new age-y mindset do it, this 
mindset is not new, it is the father of creation of hereditary disease.

But of course homeopathy is not simply physical symptoms that 
we are evaluating during our consultation, we are discovering the full 
uniqueness of the person we have in front of us. Each one of us has 
a part of ourselves, a chamber somewhere in us that is full of the 
complexities that we often hide from our selves and is how we view 
our world.

This is where homeopathy does its best work, all proven remedies 
have an active “mental picture’ that is as strong, usually stronger, or 
maybe deeper is a better word than mere physical pictures, in health. 
Where as the physical pain is often easily pointed to, like the patient 
will point to a painful place and say here is where I am hurting, if there 
is a reason for the pain, they fell or the banged themselves somewhere, 
then you have a perfect causality and don’t really have to question it, 
you find the remedy with little probing.

But when someone has a chronic issue that continually comes 
back, especially under, ‘circumstances’, such as every time they have 
a threat to their composure. We consider the pain as a compensation 
or unconscious reaction that elicits symptoms this can be considered a 
protective ‘measure’, yet at the end of the day it was formed so early 
in ones life rarely are they are unable to know what it is they are truly 
protecting themselves from.

Even an infant in utero is already forming this complex, and it 
continues into their early experience and onward. I won’t get into the 
‘experiments’ performed using sonograms, one in particular of a fetus 
covering its ears and crying during a feigned argument between its 
parents.

The physical life of a child that constantly living in a state of 
turmoil that life brings to us. As a feeling, the person makes a decision 

it is either consciously or unconscious decision to find a place where 
they can store this pain and the ‘folder’ to store it in for whenever 
needed, would be in a ‘pain complex.’

Outside the individual it would never matter if the pain were 
something someone else decides is inconsequential, or is something 
that anyone would be aghast, at what this person has endured.

The type of pain is never inconsequential.

The ‘terrain’, is the determining factor of how the person is able to 
respond as well as to what the end results can go. It can be functional 
pain or, it can be pain that is expressed in an excessive manner or it 
can be the road that leads to complete destruction.

The terrain is known as miasms, and a miasm is a predisposition 
to a type of effect that happens within and without the person. These 
miasms were formed throughout history via suppressive techniques, 
suppressive in that if the removal of symptoms is not followed by a 
restoration to health, it cannot be called a cure.

Homeopathy has always been referred to as “The Great 
Restorative”, and restores is what it does, homeopathy can restore a 
defenseless child that for any reason whatsoever carries his complex.

The peeling away of the layers of the pain complex is done with 
the homeopathic remedy and if done correctly by a practitioner aware 
of the dangers of trying to remove a pain complex with the found 
‘Simillimum’, the results are a new life, re-emerged from what could 
be a full life term of needless suffering.
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Homeopathy has many wonderful attributes that are unique to 

homeopathy. Everyone that understands homeopathy from how it has 
been from the time that Samuel Hahnemann brought God’s medicine 
to us that it is based on the strict proving’s that all homeopathic 
substance go through and that the person is matched to a remedy 
based on their unique set of symptoms that match to the remedy.

To match a plant mineral, venom, etc. all things homeopathic 
remedies are created from, (in the one and only infinitesimal potency 
unique only to Homeopathy) to a person is never how it is done, as 
the crude matter simply will recreate itself onto a person, creating 
dissimilar symptoms, imagine how that would work on the delicate 
Vital Force (immune system).
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